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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your Jira support project has allowed anonymous customers to create issues through an incoming mail

handler for some time. In order to enhance efficiency, your project manager has inquired about the possibility of allowing anonymous

users to also create issues using Jira instead of the mail handler, but without allowing further access or need

of a license.

Which two actions will let you meet the requirement? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Create an issue security scheme with a default level allowing only licensed Jira users to access issues.

B- Ensure that the Jira mode in the general configuration has been set to Public.

C- Add Group Anyone to the Browse Projects permission in the project's permission scheme.

D- Add Group Anyone to the Create Issues permission in the project's permission scheme.

E- Ensure that the Reporter is not required in the project's field configuration scheme.

Answer: 



B, C

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

* Your project is configured as follows:

* several issue types, components and versions

* a single, simple unique workflow -- OPEN --> IN PROGRESS --> DONE

* Fix Version(s) can be set on the transition to IN PROGRESS

* Component(s) are required and new issues are automatically assigned to component leads

* all component leads are members of the Administrators project role

* Now you have to implement the following requirements:

* an affected version needs to be added to the issue upon creation

* only component leads can choose or add a fix version when the issue is transitioned to IN PROGRESS

What two configurations are prerequisites to meet the requirements? (Choose two.)



Options: 
A- Ensure Affects Versions/s is required in the used field configurations and on the correct screen.

B- Add a condition limiting execution to the Administrators role to the IN PROGRESS transition and require

Fix Version/s to be set.

C- Ensure Component/s, Affects Versions/s, and Fix Version/s are required in the used field configurations.

D- Ensure that only members of the Administrators project role have Resolve Issues permission.

E- Add a condition limiting execution to the IN PROGRESS transition to the current assignee.

Answer: 
D, E

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are prompted to perform a re-index after you have made configuration changes to a very large Jira instance.

Which reason would justify re-indexing only a project instead of a full re-index of the instance?



Options: 
A- Workflow changes were limited to the project's unique workflow.

B- Time tracking was modified for the project.

C- Only custom fields used by the project were modified.

D- Only project users would be affected by the re-index.

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 

https://confluence.atlassian.com/adminjiraserver079/search-indexing-950288998.html

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Your administration project is configured as follows:

https://confluence.atlassian.com/adminjiraserver079/search-indexing-950288998.html


* there are three issue types that all share a single workflow

* all project users are members of the Project Users project role

* all members of the Administrators project role have the Set Issue Security permission

* project administrators are the only users who can create issues

You are tasked with replacing the Project Users project role with three distinct team project roles, each solely responsible for one of the

issue types.

Which additional requirement can be met by individual workflows per issue type?

Options: 
A- The system field Component/s needs to be required when creating two out of the three existing issue

types.

B- Each issue type needs a dedicated set of individual project components.

C- The reporter and current assignee of each issue should always have access to view it.

D- Only members of the dedicated teams should be able to view and work on the issues they are responsible for.

E- Individual notifications should be sent out depending on the selected issue type.

Answer: 
C



Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have a project with several issue types, associated unique workflows, and a number of components.

The decision has been made to have all new issues assigned automatically.

To that end, you've set default assignee(s) for the project lead, component leads, and removed the Assignee

field from the screens associated with the Create Issue operation.

One of the issue types is still being created without an Assignee.

What is the most likely cause of the problem?

Options: 
A- The issue type's field configuration for Component/s is not set to Required.

B- The default assignee for the issues' component is still set to Unassigned.

C- The post function Assign to Lead Developer is missing in the create transition.

D- Users creating this issue type do not have the Assign Issue permission.



E- The assignee is being set to Unassigned in the first post-function of the create transition.

Answer: 
E

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A user says she can see the Ready for Testing transition but cannot successfully execute it.

Why can't the user execute this transition?



Options: 
A- The status property of Code Review prevents the Developer role from executing the transition.

B- A Condition on the transition requires the user to be in the Developer role.

C- A Validator on the workflow transition requires the user to be in the Developer role.

D- The status property of In Progress prevents the Developer role from executing the transition.

Answer: 
D
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